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Executive Summary

Immigrant families typically first encounter the U.S. educational system when their children enter preschool or kindergarten. The experiences these children have in their first classrooms are foundational to how they think about themselves as learners, students, and members of the larger communities around them. When schools view children of immigrants positively—and offer them intellectual, academic, creative, and culturally responsive learning experiences—children are more likely to form positive connections with the larger U.S. society. Conversely, children struggle to overcome negative self-perceptions when schools focus on their deficits—for example, lack of English ability or knowledge of U.S. culture.

Young children of immigrants may experience discrimination personally, through their individual treatment and the kinds of learning experiences schools offer them. They may also experience discrimination structurally, through long-term institutional practices that affect their personal development and academic trajectories. Personal discrimination against children of immigrants in schools primarily takes four forms:

1. **Negative interactions with school staff and peers.** These include negative comments about children's accents and appearances, impatience with those who struggle to express themselves in English, and tougher discipline than that used with other students.

2. **Narrow learning experiences.** Under pressure to improve test scores, teachers may focus primarily on command-driven tasks and rote learning, leaving little room for more creative, child-centered instruction that builds academic engagement, problem-solving skills, and self-esteem. Schools often track young children of immigrants into English as a Second Language (ESL) classrooms where inadequately qualified teachers or paraprofessionals provide learning experiences focused on basic English-literacy tasks.

3. **Low educational expectations.** Children of immigrants often enter school with negative labels: they don't know English or aren't ready for school. They may have cognitive or social skills that schools undervalue or don't recognize. Their academic and social skills may decline with schooling, as they perceive the low expectations of their teachers and peers.

4. **Devaluation of primary languages.** Educators often devalue bilingualism and home-language skills. For example, they may view the ability to switch between English and Spanish as a problem to be fixed rather than a skill to be developed. Instead of building on children's multiple, complex language and cultural skills, educators often attempt to acculturate them away from home languages and cultures. Studies have shown that strong ties to families and co-ethnic communities support learning, while alienation from them inhibits cognitive and socioemotional development.

Four forms of structural discrimination in schools are discussed:

1. **School segregation.** Children of immigrants face three different types of segregation in school settings: by race/ethnicity (e.g., Latino versus non-Latino), language, and income. In Texas, for example, nearly one-quarter of schools have majority-Latino, English-learner, and low-income student bodies. Thus, children of immigrants often are concentrated in schools with low exposure to English-fluent students and large numbers of other low-income students who may also face academic disadvantages.

2. **Lack of high-quality educational resources.** Many children of immigrants attend schools in high-poverty areas that struggle with less-experienced and less-skilled teachers, fewer resources, and lower-than-average academic outcomes. Limited resources and overcrowded classrooms translate into less use of instructional technology and exposure to advanced teaching strategies. ESL programs can further narrow educational opportunities, as these programs often use inferior curricula and poorly designed assessments. Low-income immigrant communi-
ties often lack high-quality preschool programs.

3. **Low engagement with parents.** Teachers are often unable to communicate and engage with immigrant parents. They expect immigrant parents to approach them, while many immigrant parents either feel intimidated or believe it is inappropriate to approach the teachers. When parents are not connected to schools, they cannot effectively advocate for their children or promote their academic engagement and sense of belonging in school.

4. **Misdiagnosis of special education needs.** Educators disproportionately administer language proficiency tests to children learning a new language, and often misdiagnose limited English proficiency as an impediment to learning. As a result, English Language Learners (ELLs) are more likely than their monolingual peers to be placed in special education classes or categorized as having learning disabilities. In these settings, children of immigrants lack access to rigorous and grade-level instructional content.

These types of personal and structural discrimination persist in schools serving immigrant communities for several reasons. Immigrant communities often lack meaningful connections with schools, particularly where the communities are small, new, and not well established. In turn, school staff may struggle to understand the unique needs of children from diverse backgrounds and to engage their parents.

Many teachers are inadequately prepared to teach immigrants’ children.

Teachers may develop negative assumptions about immigrants because of lack of information, their assumptions often derived from public policies or majority-culture prejudices. Some teachers try a “colorblind” approach: that all children have the same strengths, needs, and learning styles. But a colorblind approach may deter teachers from building on children’s cultural backgrounds and responding to concerns surrounding their migration, integration, and discrimination experiences.

Many teachers are inadequately prepared to teach immigrants’ children. Few states offer certification in early education and bilingual instruction, and bilingual teachers are scarce—especially experienced instructors who can mentor younger ones.

Finally, schools and teachers face pressures to demonstrate school outcomes under increasingly rigid accountability systems. Historically, prekindergarten and kindergarten were immune from the influence of standardized testing, but recent efforts to align these years with the higher elementary grades have led to a greater focus on testing.

This report offers several recommendations to address discrimination in school settings:

1. **Pursue reciprocal, equalizing relationships with parents and communities.** Teachers should be affectionate and patient with children, learning about incoming students before the school year begins, and learning and using words from their home languages. Teachers should be respectful and patient with parents, approaching them as experts on their children and welcoming them into the classroom.

2. **Support representations of diverse cultural and ethnic communities.** Teachers should build on children’s “funds of knowledge” (i.e., elements of their families’ cultural and linguistic heritage) and incorporate these into classroom instruction. Schools, districts, and federal programs should require teachers to represent cultural and ethnic communities in curricula, lectures, materials, professional development, and policy guidance.

3. **Offer dynamic, sophisticated learning experiences.** Teachers should use a pedagogy encompassing critical thinking, multiple perspectives, and diverse approaches to learning. Cooperative
learning—an approach that encourages students to work in groups to solve problems, complete projects, and work on assignments—involves peer interaction as well as multiple forms of expression, and thus helps English learners build a wider vocabulary. State and federal early learning policies should not only improve access to early education but also ensure that this education includes engaged, creative, and culturally responsive learning experiences.

4. Provide teachers with rigorous training in early childhood pedagogy and encourage their connection to immigrant communities. Schools need more bilingual/ESL teachers, especially those who are grounded in early childhood education method and theory. These teachers ideally would have specific, in-depth knowledge of early childhood methods and have pursued a specialization that combines bilingual and/or ESL instructional strategies with early childhood pedagogy. This would require changing the current system in most states, where teachers can only pursue a generalist EC-6 (i.e., preK through grade 6) teaching certification with no emphasis on early childhood methods, and a bilingual/ESL certification with (again) little emphasis on early childhood education.

5. Invest in creative education strategies for schools serving children of immigrants. Policymakers should invest in schools and programs providing children of immigrants with dynamic and sophisticated learning experiences. Researchers should explore how high-quality early education programs affect these children’s academic success and life outcomes. Also worth exploring are ways to support children’s language development while engaging them in the classroom.

Any experiences of discrimination at this vulnerable age can negatively affect personal development and academic trajectories.

I. Introduction

How the young children of immigrants experience their early school years—that is, prekindergarten (preK) through third grade—may in large part determine their academic future. Immigrant families typically encounter the U.S. educational system for the first time when their children enter preschool or kindergarten. The experiences these children have in their first classrooms are foundational to how they think about themselves as learners, students, and members of the larger communities around them. Any experiences of discrimination at this vulnerable age can negatively affect personal development and academic trajectories, and limit the emotional benefits of early childhood education.

This report maps the types of discrimination that young children of immigrants may experience at school, and the consequences of discrimination for children, their families, and schools. It begins by describing how discrimination in the early years can affect a child’s development, academic performance, and later mobility. The report then outlines types of discrimination—both personal and structural—that young children of immigrants may experience at school. These include negative interactions with teachers and peers, narrow learning experiences, low intellectual expectations, devaluation of home languages, segregation, a lack of high-quality resources and bilingual programs, low teacher or school engagement with parents, and misdiagnoses of special education needs. The report concludes with recommendations that focus on training teachers, building relationships between schools and immigrant communities, and encouraging more varied, culturally sensitive learning experiences.

II. How Discrimination in School Affects Young Children

Children usually begin school at the age of 4 or 5, when they are rapidly developing their abilities to communicate, infer, and interact with the society around them. Their sense of belonging starts to move outside their family and neighborhoods to include a wider range of people and ideas. They are learning who they are in relation to the people around them. Most learning that takes place before attending school is observational and social: children learn by watching how people around them interact with them and treat them.

What children intuit about their identity, abilities, and capacity to learn at this age stays with them their whole lives.

The family is arguably the most important setting where children learn and develop. Wen-Jui Han points out that “schools serve as another important influence by being children’s first connection to the external macro-environment and the place where they spend the majority of their day.” This external macro-environment comprises the influences and structures that children encounter outside the home. School is the first place where young children have intense, daily contact with adults other than family members or immediate community members who are trying to teach them.

What children intuit about their identity, abilities, and capacity to learn at this age stays with them their whole lives. Thus, the school setting can have a profound impact on children's lifelong well-being and development. Young children—whether from immigrant families or not—benefit from being taught in a positive environment, where their contributions are valued. When schools view children of immigrants positively—and offer them intellectual, academic, creative, and culturally responsive learning experiences—children are more likely to foster positive connections to the external environment. Conversely, when schools focus on their perceived deficiencies, children struggle to dismiss or counter negative self-perceptions.

A. The Effects of Discrimination on Children’s Development and Academic Performance

Discrimination can have particularly negative ramifications for the development of young children's sense of self and social identity. If people around children communicate distaste for their appearance, language, or cultural values, children internalize negative views of themselves. Discrimination is particularly harmful in the early years, when children are in the process of developing a sense of self.

There is evidence that the way children are treated during early schooling affects their later behavior and academic performance. Children who receive negative messages about themselves in school may be less likely to achieve academic success, graduate from school, and ultimately, surpass their parents’ economic position.

B. Discrimination and Parental Engagement in School

Immigrant families may experience particular difficulty engaging with schools. Administrators and teachers often do not speak immigrants’ languages, as the language and cultural competence of schools varies widely across the country. One out of four children in the United States has at least one immigrant parent, and almost half (47 percent) of immigrant parents are Limited English Proficient (LEP). Immigrant parents are even more likely to be LEP in the urban areas where 94 percent of LEP immigrants live. Immigrants from rare language and cultural backgrounds—for instance, some recent groups of African refugees—may find it particularly difficult to engage with schools.

Immigrant parents know that they are often viewed negatively.

Administrators and teachers are unlikely to speak the languages of LEP parents, and are too often unprepared to work with immigrant communities to bridge cultural and other gaps when communicating with immigrant parents. These gaps are especially problematic in preK through third grade, when parents in the United States are traditionally the most involved in their children’s schools. If immigrant parents do not come to school to volunteer; teachers and administrators often interpret this as a failure to care about their children’s education. Teachers and administrators too often assume that immigrant parents should engage with schools and teachers as other parents do, which can leave immigrant parents feeling isolated and unqualified to advocate for the needs of their children. Moreover, immigrant parents know that they are often viewed negatively. Teachers and administrators mistakenly assume that because certain parents are not fluent in English or do not understand the U.S. school system, they have nothing to offer the school community or their children’s education. Immigrant parents may also find themselves subject to discriminatory comments from teachers or other parents.

C. The Role of Local Contexts and Attitudes

The local context of reception—whether welcoming, hostile, or neutral toward immigrants—may have a particularly strong effect on the level and types of discrimination children face in schools and in society. Negative contexts of reception may result in low mobility rates for many children of immigrants across ethnic and linguistic lines. Immigrant parents—particularly those who feel unwelcome and lack financial and social capital to navigate new educational, health, housing, and political institutions—have limited options. This makes it difficult for parents to make educational decisions based on what they truly believe is best for their children. In early education, for instance, immigrant parents often choose immersed English instruction for their children, even at the risk of harming primary-language facility.
negative climates of reception, immigrant parents may hesitate to argue against policies in which they do not believe. Teachers and administrators may mistake compliance with true agreement. Discriminatory policies such as English-only laws can limit the options available to parents and complicate their ability to advocate for the best educational programing for their children.

III. Types of Discrimination Experienced

This report distinguishes two types of discrimination: (1) personal, as experienced in interactions with individuals, and (2) structural, as shaped by institutional practices. Discrimination against young children of immigrants can range from personal slights to more subtle structural disadvantages. Children may be ignored, mistreated, or singled out for aggressive punishment—all easily recognizable by them. But children and parents may not identify these behaviors as discrimination—at least at first. They may also fail to notice structural discrimination—for example, in curricula, home-language policies, and resource distribution across schools—for a time. Yet several studies provide evidence that, over time, the negative messages conveyed by structural types of discrimination may affect the way children see themselves as learners and members of society. Both structural and personal types of discrimination can also negatively affect the way children regard their parents and community.

Examples of both personal and structural forms of discrimination are offered below.

A. Personal Forms of Discrimination

I. Negative Interactions at School

Young children of immigrants may experience discrimination in their interactions with peers and adults at school. Discrimination may be direct (for example, comments that are explicitly racist or otherwise draw attention to their personal appearance) or indirect (for instance, questions about why their parents don’t speak English or requests to play the role of a janitor or cleaner instead of a princess or policeman in a make-believe game).

Young children often cope with hurtful comments by singling out certain aspects of their appearance or personality for self-criticism. They may, for example, overhear teachers and staff criticizing immigrant parents or expressing low expectations of immigrant students. Children may hear comments about their accent or home language, or references to television shows that negatively portray someone who looks like them. They may watch as a parent is repeatedly ignored in the school office or struggles to understand forms provided only in English. And they may notice the absence of dolls, pictures, media, or other representations that look like them.

Too often, teachers are impatient with young children who cannot fully express themselves in English or who need extra time to translate experience or words in their mind before answering. As Carola Suárez-Orozco and Marcelo M. Suárez-Orozco argue, teachers’ attitudes toward and interactions with children

---

of immigrants affect these students’ success in school.\textsuperscript{16} Young children of color from immigrant families are often disciplined more harshly than their white peers with U.S.-born parents. They are suspended in disproportionate numbers compared with their white peers—a trend that starts from the time they are 4 years old.\textsuperscript{17} While discriminatory discipline affects children with U.S.-born parents, research suggests that children of immigrants who are also poor and non-white are even more likely to experience discriminatory disciplining.\textsuperscript{18}

2. \textbf{Narrow Learning Experiences}

Children in low-income communities, including children of immigrants, often experience narrower learning opportunities than their higher-income peers. Schools serving low-income communities typically face resource constraints and provide stricter, less positive educational environments.\textsuperscript{19} Narrow learning experiences can include children being asked to sit down for developmentally inappropriate lengths of time and told to repeat words and phrases along with the teacher instead of being offered a variety of oral, verbal, and written literacy tools. For example, students learning about the human body may be asked to cut out paper shapes of skeleton bones and to paste them on a worksheet as a stand-alone activity; a broader approach would be to provide students an inquiry-driven project that lasts several days and includes multiple materials—and draws on ideas and answers from the student themselves. Too often, the early learning experiences of immigrants’ children are dictated by whether or not they result in satisfactory test scores rather than by students’ talents or interests. The emphasis on test scores typically begins in third grade.\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{quotation}
Children in low-income communities...often experience narrower learning opportunities than their higher-income peers.
\end{quotation}

The inadequate resources and stricter environments of the public schools most likely to be serving immigrant communities represent a form of structural discrimination. The typical school in a high-poverty and/or majority-minority community is underperforming and thus under stringent oversight, usually accompanied by strict schedules for what subjects should be covered and when. These strict schedules limit teachers’ flexibility to respond to the stories, concerns, and ideas of their students. The children of Latino immigrants, for example, often attend elementary schools where instruction centers on preparation for standardized tests. The pressure of focusing on test preparation leads teachers to abandon early childhood pedagogical strategies that would engage children’s social, emotional, physical, cultural, intellectual, and social development. As a result, young children of immigrants are more likely than their peers to be in programs focused on test scores rather than higher-level thinking skills, and they are more likely to receive commands and tasks, rather than prompts for exploration and discovery.\textsuperscript{21} When children of immigrants make the transition from public preK to kindergarten, their classroom environments often become less focused on social development, child-centered instruction, problem-solving skills, decision-
making skills, creative expression, and autonomy. While higher-income and U.S.-born parents often advocate for more creative curricula or offer assistance with field trips or project ideas, many low-income immigrant parents are not in a position to do so.

Even when young children have positive learning experiences in public preK programs, there is growing concern that these experiences are narrowed during the early elementary grades. Children of immigrants may be segregated from their peers during the early grades as a result of language tracking, and such tracking instruction can further narrow their learning experiences. María Pabón López and Gerardo R. López find that young children of immigrants are often tracked into English as a Second Language (ESL) classrooms led by teachers or paraprofessionals who are not adequately qualified and who are consequently unable to provide the assessment and high-quality content instruction that meets the linguistic needs of their students. Those children of immigrants who are learning a new language may be offered only strict versions of literacy instruction rather than rich, engaging learning experiences.

3. Low Intellectual Expectations

Narrower learning experiences are often accompanied by low intellectual expectations. This deficit view begins early in schooling. Children of immigrants may arrive at school with strong pre-academic, social, and behavioral skills that fade as they proceed through the early grades. Robert Crosnoe finds that children of Latino immigrants enter kindergarten with social skills and emotional health equal to children with U.S.-born parents, but their academic performance soon declines, diverging from their peers. Notably, this decline happens faster for U.S.-born children of immigrants than for first-generation immigrants entering kindergarten.

The children of immigrants often enter school with perceived deficits such as they don’t know English, or aren’t ready for school. Perceptions of deficits can prompt discriminatory practices that reflect low expectations of children’s cognitive sophistication or potential. Children affected by these perceptions learn they are not meant to excel and are not ready for the same kinds of intellectual stimulation as their peers. For example, in a study of sixth graders, Ramón Antonio Martínez found that when children of immigrants attend schools in which strong English-only and anti-immigrant sentiments are embedded, they can internalize messages that their skills and intelligence are not as good as those of their peers. Martínez points out, for example, that instead of seeing an ability to switch between Spanish and English as evidence of creativity, skill, and intelligence, the students in his study attributed their code switching to a lack of proficiency in one or both languages. This “deficit” viewpoint prevents students from seeing themselves as requiring or capable of handling sophisticated learning experiences.

4. Devaluation of Home Languages

Many early childhood educators, administrators, and policymakers see bilingualism or a fluency in languages other than English as problematic. Debates over the literacy skills of children of immigrants “are imbued with discourses of difference and deficit views that undergird interventions for students’ at

---

27 Crosnoe, *Mexican Roots, American Schools*.
29 Martínez, “Reading the World in Spanglish.”
30 Gándara and Hopkins, *Forbidden Language.*
These views drive varying approaches to remedying students’ literacy skills, including “fixing” individual students and their home literacy practices to help ensure their success in school. As in the example above, the ability to move between Spanish and English is considered an obstacle rather than a skill.

Deficit views make it difficult for educators to build on children’s understanding of multiple logic, language, and literacy systems. Instead, educators with these views seek to acculturate children away from strong ethnic and cultural identities. Early childhood educators’ drive to “fix” children too often sends the message that what these children’s families and communities have offered them so far is not good enough. This message may come through, for example, in an everyday vocabulary correction: hearing a child use the word *chanclas* ("sandals" in English), a teacher may say, “Do you mean *sandals*?” or “In our classroom we say *sandals*” or may just repeat what the child said but substitute *sandals* for *chanclas*. Instead, the teacher could use the same word as the child. Or he could take an additive approach and let the children know that they can use the word *chanclas* as well as *sandals*. He could take the use of *chanclas* as a teaching opportunity and use picture books with sandals to get children talking about how different words can convey similar meanings. How teachers and other adults respond to children’s use of languages other than English—embodied by the use of English versus other languages on classroom walls, in books, in songs, and computers—sends a message to children about the value of their home languages.

The alienation from families and communities that follows can be detrimental to learning. Min Zhou, for example, finds that connections with their ethnic community were particularly important for children of Chinese immigrants, giving them the resources and understanding to be academically successful.

---

**Early childhood educators’ drive to “fix” children too often sends the message that what these children’s families and communities have offered them so far is not good enough.**

---

### B. Structural Forms of Discrimination

#### 1. Segregation

Children of immigrants who are learning English are often segregated from their English-speaking peers. A landmark study points out that children of immigrants often experience “triple segregation”—by income, race/ethnicity, and language. Children struggle academically and socially under multiple layers of segregation, when their race/ethnicity, home language, and socioeconomic status may all trigger discrimination. Such multilayered segregation begins early. In Texas, for example, 24 percent of elementary schools serve primarily Latino, economically disadvantaged, and English Language Learner (ELL) students.

---


34 Genishi and Dyson, *Children, Language, and Literacy*.

35 Zhou, “Segmented Assimilation and Socio-Economic Integration.”


Many children of immigrants who are learning English attend early childhood programs and elementary grades in low-income schools with high immigrant concentrations. Nearly 70 percent of young children learning English at school are enrolled in only 10 percent of the nation's elementary schools. This high concentration implies limited interaction with native-English-speaking peers.

2. Lack of High-Quality Resources and Bilingual Programs

Lawsuits over the past decade in states such as California and Arizona demonstrate that children of immigrants and/or ELLs often do not receive the same quality of education as their native-English-speaking peers with U.S.-born parents. A 2003 class-action suit on behalf of poor children in California, highlighted the state's use of inferior facilities and curricula, and poorly designed assessment instruments to teach ELL children. Studies of children of Latino immigrants have found they are more likely to attend elementary schools in high-poverty areas that struggle with less-experienced and less-skilled teachers, fewer resources, and lower-than-average academic outcomes than their white, U.S.-born peers.

Limited resources and overcrowded classrooms are often accompanied by limited use of instructional technology and advanced teaching strategies. Bruce Fuller and Cynthia García Coll point out that "the scarcity of high-quality preschools is most severe within low-income Latino communities." When children of immigrants attend low-income schools, they are likely to have uncertified teachers or those with temporary certificates; their teachers often cannot speak these students’ home language, particularly if that language is less common than Spanish or Chinese.

Very few children from uncommon language backgrounds attend schools staffed by teachers speaking their languages. For example, a study of immigrant families in California found that 72 percent of Asian American families speak a language other than English at home. Among immigrant families speaking Hmong, Nepali, Vietnamese, Taiwanese Hokkien, or Bengali, 91 percent speak their native language at home. Young children growing up in these homes attended school with almost no chance of a high-quality bilingual program: only 5 percent of bilingual teachers and 7 percent of teaching assistants in California spoke an Asian or Pacific Island language during the 2009-10 school year. Moreover, there were only five Vietnamese-speaking bilingual teachers in California for 36,555 students, 58 percent of whom were in the early elementary grades.

40 Eugene García and Delis Cuellar, "Who are these Linguistically and Culturally Diverse Students?" The Teachers College Record 108, no. 11 (2006): 2220–46.
43 Gándara, Rumberger, Maxwell-Jolly, and Callahan, "English Learners in California Schools."
47 De Cohen and Clewell, Putting English Language Learners on the Educational Map; García and Gonzales, "Pre-K and Latinos.
The lack of bilingual or dual-language educational programs for young children arguably discriminates against those who grow up speaking a language other than English at home.50 And the bilingual opportunities offered in many preK classrooms quickly diminish in kindergarten.51 This is sometimes the result of state policies that make English-only classrooms mandatory for children in K-12 grades (as in Arizona).

3. **Low Teacher/School Engagement with Parents**

Immigrant families are rarely influential in shaping how their children are treated, taught, and valued within U.S. schools.52 Typically, early learning environments feature a high level of parent involvement and parent-teacher interactions as parents learn about the schooling process and closely monitor their children’s social and academic progress. Yet, as described earlier, immigrant parents do not feel as welcome in early learning contexts as do U.S.-born parents, and immigrant parents are thus less likely to participate in their children’s schooling.53 Immigrant parents may also have fewer opportunities for engagement because of common obstacles such as a working hours, transportation and child care. Even with such obstacles many immigrant parents are eager to support their children’s education and often find creative ways to motivate their children to do well in school.54

---

**Immigrant families are rarely influential in shaping how their children are treated, taught, and valued within U.S. schools.**

---

There is significant evidence that immigrant parents’ care and concern for education—and the early education of their young children in particular—goes unnoticed by schools and teachers.55 Teachers often struggle to communicate and engage with immigrant parents.56 Teachers expect parents to approach them to discuss issues relevant to their children, and yet many immigrant parents either feel intimidated or feel that it is inappropriate to approach their children’s teachers. A teacher’s expectation that parents will initiate dialogue is not, in itself, necessarily discriminatory. However, when immigrant parents are systemically less connected to their children’s education than are native-born parents, it is important for teachers and early childhood directors to consider whether discrimination, even if subtle, may be part of the problem. Those parents who understand the often unspoken rules of school and teachers’ perceptions of optimal parent-teacher engagement enjoy privileges not shared by other parents—including immigrant

---


parents—who are unable to advocate effectively for their children.57

4. Misdiagnoses of Special Education Needs

The process of acquiring a second language is often misinterpreted as an impediment to learning, even when children exhibit strong skills in domains other than the English language.58 ELLs are often misdiagnosed for special education classes. As a result, they may be overenrolled in these classes and disproportionately categorized or diagnosed with a learning disability.59 On the other hand, some ELLs are not properly diagnosed when they do have a learning disability.

Learning a new language is not an easy task. Unfortunately, the process is little understood by many teachers, administrators, and standardized-test designers.60 Tests for language proficiency have been found to show biases against children learning a new language.61 Because tests for language proficiency are only given to children suspected of being ELLs, lack of English proficiency is taken to imply a disability, and children of immigrants are at risk of being misdiagnosed with special education needs.62 When misdiagnosed and placed in special education classrooms, children of immigrants consequently miss rigorous or grade-level-appropriate learning experiences.63 Those who are not properly diagnosed with disabilities, on the other hand, may be placed in mainstream classes which are not appropriate for them.

IV. Reasons for Discrimination in the Early School Years

Discrimination begins in the early school years, as the young children of immigrants come into close contact with institutions, groups, and individuals who may be biased against them or their communities. Discrimination is driven by both structural forces and personal attitudes. Often, structural and personal discrimination reinforce one another, as people borrow their ideas about immigrants from the media, policymakers, advertisements, and public discourse. Thus, the work of teachers and administrators at the school level is connected to larger discourses around immigration, poverty, and cultural diversity. Studies regularly demonstrate that loving adults who value young children’s identities, families, and culture foster resilience in children.64 When early schooling environments do not value the worlds of young children, discrimination persists. Following are five common sources of discrimination experienced at very start of a child’s educational journey.

A. **Lack of Meaningful Connections with Immigrant Communities**

Parent engagement and participation are key elements of high-quality early learning environments. The absence of connection, communication, and exchange of ideas between educators and immigrant parents can be harmful, especially in the early years of a child’s schooling. Teachers and support staff make important decisions about the young children of immigrants, but often do so without having strong relationships with these children’s parents or broader community. Research demonstrates that most teachers have little contact with the immigrant communities where they teach. This is one reason for the unbridged gap between how teachers and immigrant parents conceptualize the task of educating and caring for children.65

In research conducted for the book *Children Crossing Borders* (coauthored by the writer of this report), 150 immigrant parents and 50 preschool teachers in Arizona, Iowa, New York, and Tennessee were asked about parent-teacher communication.66 The parents did not necessarily agree with teachers’ viewpoints on curricula, pedagogy, or the best ways to support language and cultural identities. Most, however, said that teachers did not communicate well with them.

Parent engagement and participation are key elements of high-quality early learning environments.

Teachers in cities and towns newly exposed to immigration struggled particularly hard to work collaboratively with immigrant parents. Sudanese parents in Iowa City, for example, had little understanding of what happens to their children at school. Mexican and Chinese parents in Nashville reported little communication with teachers. In cities with long histories of immigration, meanwhile, problems persisted. Mixtec parents—those speaking indigenous Latin American languages—struggled to communicate with the Spanish-speaking teachers at schools in Phoenix and New York City. Bosnian parents in Phoenix did not feel comfortable discussing curriculum issues such as what kinds of books or topics are covered in class with teachers. Nigerian and Dominican parents in New York City believed their opinions were being ignored by school staff. The teachers participating in the study did not express any open hostility toward immigrant families, yet their perspectives on immigrant families were often misguided, naïve, or detrimental to building ties with parents.67 An exception to this trend occurred when teachers were strongly connected to or came from the same immigrant communities as the parents.

B. **Focus on Immigrant Families’ Deficits Rather than Assets**

Lacking relationships that allow them to learn about the lives of immigrants, teachers often form negative assumptions about the family home lives of their students. These assumptions begin in the early grades, before young children have the vocabulary or understanding to explain, defend, or advocate for themselves.68 Such preconceived notions make it difficult for teachers and staff to understand the concerns, questions, and desires of immigrant parents.69 Balanced relationships are almost impossible to create
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when teachers hold negative assumptions about immigrant families. Deficit views about immigrants—coupled with current immigration policies—prevent parents, teachers, and educational professionals from acting in the best interests of children. For example, negative assumptions about young children’s families and cultural backgrounds can lead teachers to discourage children from expressing ethnic or cultural identities, and to overlook ways to make curricular and pedagogical connections to children’s home lives.

Balanced relationships are almost impossible to create when teachers hold negative assumptions about immigrant families.

In an analysis of more than 50 preschool teachers working with immigrant families in multiple communities, teachers in places new to immigration voiced problematic assumptions about immigrant families. For example, in a Nashville preschool site, a teacher blamed an Asian immigrant mother for frustrating her work in the classroom, implying that the immigrant mother’s way of handling a matter concerning her child was not only different, but inferior. When asked to speak about the Asian families in their classrooms, several teachers did not know where the families were from and complained that they could not communicate with the mothers, who were “last in line to learn English,” behind their husbands.

Conversely, when educators do not hold negative assumptions about immigrants’ children, they may attempt to be “colorblind”—an approach criticized by immigration and education scholars alike. A belief that all people are the same can deter educators from making extra efforts to get to know immigrant families, or to bring up figures and topics that are culturally important to immigrants’ children, such as cultural heroes, historical figures of color, and differing viewpoints of history. A colorblind approach may also deter teachers from responding to children’s concerns surrounding their migration experiences, integration in the United States, and encounters with racism and discrimination.

C. Inadequate Teacher Preparation and Recruitment

Teacher-preparation programs that may qualify educators to provide young children of immigrants with a sophisticated range of learning experiences are difficult to find. Many state elementary certification programs have done away with early childhood specializations, and very few states offer an early childhood specialization that may be completed alongside bilingual certification. Teachers’ resulting lack of preparation can be detrimental for young learners. In a study of first through fourth grade teachers working with ELLs, researchers found that those with bilingual certification were more supportive of and positive
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about their students than teachers with ESL or no language instruction certification. The lack of proper teacher-preparation programs leaves teachers with few opportunities to learn how to offer higher-quality early childhood experiences to young children of immigrants.

There are also too few bilingual teachers entering the field, and even fewer being positioned as mentors to new teachers. Those professionals who are most closely connected to the immigrant experience, and who may be bilingual, are not entering the teaching profession. Instead, the demographics of teachers in the United States remain dominantly white, native born, and monolingual.

D. Testing Pressures in the Early Grades

When Head Start, Migrant Head Start, and Early Head Start began as interventions that included children of immigrants, high-stakes testing was not part of the early educational landscape. Until recently, the field of early childhood education considered itself immune from the narrowing curricular and pedagogical influences of standardized testing. Early childhood education scholars, teachers, and administrators are now wrestling with newly required standards for preK and kindergarten that often necessitate (1) pedagogical and content alignment with higher elementary grades and (2) a strong directive to make sure children are prepared for third-grade standardized assessments. Early childhood scholars throughout the social sciences are now warning that such a shift from multidimensional learning to single-indicator systems (reliant on markers such as Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills [DIBELS] scores and math benchmarks) will narrow the possibilities and potential of young children, particularly those already in marginalized school settings. Instead of developing a range of capabilities that includes social, emotional, and academic skills, young children are directed to give short, often yes or no answers on tests and worksheets without having to use collaboration, creativity, or ingenuity to complete school lessons.

Testing pressures have dramatically affected ELLs, who are more likely to be pulled out of the regular classroom into ESL programs that tend to be formulaic in nature. As discussed in this report, ELLs are rarely valued for the bilingual knowledge and skills they are developing. Responding to fears that children of immigrants will not pass language proficiency exams, early childhood teachers in particular have been shown to change their practices: they use more worksheets and timed practice exams, while offering fewer dynamic, hands-on learning experiences. Although testing pressures affect most young children in
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There are...too few bilingual teachers entering the field, and even fewer being positioned as mentors to new teachers.
public schools, the pressures have disproportionately fallen upon those children of immigrants who are in low-income schools or who are labeled as ELLs, or both.87

E. Negative Labels and Concerns over School Readiness

The school readiness of children arriving in preK or kindergarten (whether they are on grade level) is most often assessed early in the school year, using states’ early learning guidelines supplemented with literacy and math benchmarks.88 The requirements for what young children should know and be capable of doing in the areas of reading and math have changed dramatically in the past 15 years—and these changes appear to have pushed teachers to forgo developmentally appropriate practices across a range of subject matter.89 Amid assessments’ strong focus on reading and writing in English, many children of immigrants arrive in school already categorized as unprepared.

In many cases, young children of immigrants arrive at preschool and kindergarten with capabilities and skills that go unrecognized by teachers and school staff.90 Studies of ELLs in early grades have shown that teachers concentrate on assessed factors such as early literacy and math, instead of looking at children from a more holistic perspective.91 Teachers sometimes refer to students in their classes based on how well they have done on math and literacy benchmarks. Terms such as “low reader” or “struggling” only capture what pupils were able to prove they know on a test taken every eight weeks. This method of referring to children by a test score ignores social, emotional, academic, and cultural strengths they bring to the classroom. Children might be categorized by the words they do not know, the letters and numbers they cannot write, or the language they do not understand. Yet, the same children may be able to move between cultural and linguistic worlds, ask important and complicated questions, and undertake scientific inquiry. They may arrive in school with supportive families and communities and with a secure cultural and/or linguistic identity—strong factors for academic success. These factors are not usually considered or supported by states’ early learning guidelines.92

In many cases, young children of immigrants arrive at preschool and kindergarten with capabilities and skills that go unrecognized by teachers and school staff.

V. Recommendations

Amid the discrimination faced by immigrant families in the larger society, schools and early education programs could provide safe and comfortable settings for children of immigrants. Students’ early educa-
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tion experiences could validate the perspectives and ideas of their immigrant parents as well as their own knowledge, curiosity, and potential. In interviews conducted for the book *Children Crossing Borders*, immigrant parents from many cultural and ethnic communities described preschool as an oasis from discrimination, and indicated that the classroom environment became less safe and comfortable once children started attending K-12 programs. How can the early grades buffer children and their families from the discrimination that they will likely face in society at large?

**Schools and early education programs could provide safe and comfortable settings for children of immigrants.**

Researchers need to conduct longitudinal studies of how children of immigrants fare in different educational settings, from preK to college. One aim is to better understand the effects of teachers’ perceptions of children of immigrants and how these perceptions affect the children’s academic trajectories and life outcomes. There is also a need for more research about how children of immigrants view their own educational experiences. It would be helpful to compare research on underperforming schools with in-depth studies of classrooms where young children of immigrants enjoy dynamic learning experiences and support in two or more languages, and where school staff foster strong relationships with immigrant parents.

Despite these gaps, the existing research points to several potential interventions that schools and policymakers could undertake to address the discrimination faced by children of immigrants in the early grades. Some expressions of discrimination—particularly those that are personally experienced by young children—can be addressed by changing attitudes, policies, and behavior at the classroom and school levels. Others require more comprehensive, institutional shifts in how immigrant families are included and valued within early childhood education and throughout the preK-12 system.

**Recommendation No. 1: Pursue reciprocal, equalizing relationships with parents and communities.** In order to change the assumptions that many nonimmigrant teachers have of immigrant family life and communities, schools need to forge more equitable and reciprocal relationships with parents and communities. Moving away from a deficit or a colorblind viewpoint requires teachers to change how they relate to immigrant families, and to accept differences in their classroom without placing value judgments on those differences. Teachers need more experience in diverse communities, experience that would best include everyday interactions and community events. Teachers and families alike can benefit from working together to advocate for policy changes. Policymakers and law enforcement officials might use teachers’ perspectives as additional evidence that immigration policies affect young children’s social, emotional, academic, and cultural development. Sonia Nieto suggests that instead of taking a colorblind approach teachers should (1) “acknowledge the differences that children bring to school” to ensure that these differences are visible to classmates, school staff, and the students themselves; (2) admit “the possibility that students’ identities may influence how they experience school and how they learn;” and (3) accept differences by “making provisions for them” and changing pedagogy to incorporate students’ lives and strengths.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), in cooperation with the author and a colleague in the early childhood education field, has produced a professional development guide based on suggestions made by more than 150 immigrant parents. These parents represent diverse linguistic and ethnic backgrounds and were interviewed in locales across the United States. The interview
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questions focused on how teachers could work more equitably and successfully with these parents and their children.97 The resulting guide suggests, among other things, that teachers express affection with children, be patient with children and their parents, show respect to parents, learn and use words from families’ home languages, approach parents as experts on their children, learn about incoming students before the school year begins, and welcome parents into the classroom.

**Recommendation No. 2: Support rich representations of diverse cultural and ethnic communities.** It is important for students in early grade classrooms to have normal, everyday, positive interactions with people from their own and other cultural backgrounds. How teachers speak about racial, cultural, linguistic, and economic differences sends strong messages to young children about who they are. For example, teachers may discuss the value of linguistic differences and emphasize the importance of speaking languages other than English. Using “funds of knowledge” in dramatic play and other early childhood teaching and learning techniques can also support young children’s appreciation of their families’ cultural and linguistic heritage.98 Funds of knowledge is a theoretical approach designed to help teachers learn from families and then apply that knowledge to curriculum and pedagogical decisions in the classroom. Teachers are asked to build on families’ funds of knowledge instead of approaching families from a deficit perspective, and to incorporate families’ connections to subject matter such as science and math in everyday classroom lessons.99

Classrooms, schools, districts, and federal programs can insist on having teachers and administrators represent cultural and ethnic communities in materials, curricula, lectures, professional development, and policy guidance. Teachers, community leaders, and school administrators can work together to include parents from diverse backgrounds in school decision-making processes. Teachers can work creatively to ask parents about their children, positioning parents as the experts on their children.

**Recommendation No. 3: Offer dynamic, sophisticated learning experiences.** PreK and the early elementary grades would do well to move away from using standardized testing as the primary basis for curriculum design and measures of academic competence.100 Children of immigrants excel when they can demonstrate academic skills and knowledge by using examples from home, as demonstrated in funds of knowledge programs,101 play-centered interventions,102 and rich literacy projects.103 Teachers whose pedagogy encompasses critical thinking, multiple perspectives, and diverse approaches to learning build on the ability of young children to bridge cultural worlds, helping them acquire college-relevant skills and knowledge.104 Cooperative learning—a pedagogical approach that encourages students to work in groups to solve problems, complete projects, and work on assignments—is particularly beneficial for ELL students and those from diverse backgrounds because it invites peer interaction as well as multiple forms of expression and thus helps participants build a wider vocabulary.105 State and federal early learning policies should not only improve access to early education but also ensure that this education includes engaged, creative, and culturally responsive learning experiences.

**Recommendation No. 4: Provide teachers with rigorous training in early childhood pedagogy and encourage their connection to immigrant communities.** Having teachers who are bilingual is important, and not just for young children with emerging literacy in more than one language. Bilingual teachers who can communicate with parents in their first language help parents advocate for their children’s education. Bilingual teachers can also provide rich linguistic experiences for all children, regardless
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of native languages.

Schools need more bilingual/ESL teachers, especially those who are grounded in early childhood education method and theory. These teachers would ideally have specific, in-depth knowledge of early childhood methods and have pursued a specialization that combines bilingual and/or ESL instructional strategies with early childhood pedagogy. This requirement would change the teacher-training systems of most states, in which educators can only pursue a generalist EC-6 (i.e., preK through grade 6) teaching certification with no emphasis on early childhood methods, or a bilingual/ESL certification with little emphasis on early childhood education.  

Teacher education programs at the associate’s and bachelor’s levels would also do well to foster teachers’ relationships with immigrant communities.

**Schools need more bilingual/ESL teachers, especially those who are grounded in early childhood education method and theory.**

Meanwhile, novice teachers need mentoring on how to provide young children of immigrants with rigorous, dynamic learning experiences, even while under pressure to choose more efficient lessons that focus on tested skills and knowledge.

**Recommendation No. 5: Invest in creative education strategies for schools serving children of immigrants.** Schools and programs that serve young children of immigrants require significant investment. A particular focus should be those schools striving to offer dynamic, sophisticated learning experiences, along with culturally and linguistically supportive assessments that capture many developmental domains. Researchers should explore the impacts of high-quality early education programs on the academic success and life outcomes of immigrants’ children. Also worth exploring are various ways to support children’s language development while engaging them in the classroom. It is crucial to invest in programs that help children of immigrants succeed in school while still maintaining vital cultural and linguistic connections to their families and communities. Finally, policymakers require empirical evidence of what happens to young children of immigrants when they are in early educational contexts where discrimination is not present. These efforts would go far toward making early childhood education more equitable, enjoyable, and beneficial for the children of immigrants.

---
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